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Empirical data for the fill factor as a function of charge carrier mobility for two different

polymer:fullerene systems is presented and analyzed. The results indicate that charge extraction

depth limitations and space charge effects are inconsistent with the observed behavior, and the

decrease in the fill factor is, instead, attributed to the field-dependent charge separation and

geminate recombination. A solar cell photocurrent limited by the Onsager-Braun charge transfer

exciton dissociation is shown to be able to accommodate the experimental observations. Charge

dissociation limited solar cells always benefit from increased mobilities, and the negative

contribution from the reduced charge separation is shown to be much more important for the fill

factor in these material systems than any adverse effects from charge carrier extraction depth

limitations or space charge effects due to unbalanced mobilities. The logarithmic dependence of

the fill factor on the mobility for such a process is also shown to imply that simply increasing the

mobilities is an impractical way to reach very high fill factors under these conditions since

unrealistically high mobilities are required. A more controlled morphology is, instead, argued to be

necessary for high performance. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3609079]

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

It is a well-established fact that the fill factor (FF) of so-

lar cells correlates with the mobility of charge carriers. In the

case of organic solar cells, several studies report an improve-

ment in the FF with increasing mobilities,1–3 however, these

variations are usually concomitant with other significant var-

iations, e.g., of the morphology. In addition, both the hole

and electron mobilities usually change simultaneously,

which obscures the fundamental relationship between the

mobility and FF. Another aspect to consider is that there are

plenty of device-related parameters, such as the active layer

thickness as well as shunt- and series- resistances4 that influ-

ence the FF of a solar cell. Thus, the data in the literature can

vary very strongly for a given material system. The funda-

mental question that will be investigated here is how the FF

is influenced by mobility. As we will show, answering this

question also yields information about the physics of the de-

vice operation.

Although the correlation between mobility and FF may

seem obvious and well understood based on the body of

work available for inorganic semiconductors, there are some

aspects that are specific to organic materials, most of which

are related to the excitonic nature of the latter and their com-

paratively small valence and conduction bands. The strongly

bound excitons of organic materials is the reason why two-

phase systems are employed. However, even in many two-

phase systems charge separation is strongly dependent on

both the mobility and applied electric field.5 This, in turn,

can be reflected in the FF. Furthermore, the small site density

of the valence and conduction bands leads to localization

and activated charge transport, which is different from the

ballistic charge transport of common inorganic crystals

which adds to the complexity. One example of this is that

charge carriers are not created at thermal equilibrium. They

will exhibit a time-varying mobility during a significant por-

tion of the extraction process,6 which may also influence the

FF. The highest theoretical efficiencies7 in polymer:fullerene

solar cells are obtained with materials combinations and in

device geometries that operate at the very limit of charge dis-

sociation and extraction, where the impact from these or-

ganic specific properties on the FF is the largest. The

relationship between the FF and mobility in organic solar

cells can thus be different from that of inorganic materials

such as silicon, and it is also different for different combina-

tions of organic materials.

The performance limiting processes, which involves the

movement of charge carriers and thus may affect the FF, can

be divided in two categories; (1) the separation of charge

carriers, and (2) the transport of charge carriers to the elec-

trodes. After excitation, the charge carriers must be separated

before geminate recombination occurs. This process is de-

pendent upon, among other factors, charge carrier mobility

and applied field.8 As long as this process is operating at less
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than unity efficiency, the FF will be reduced since the current

will be field dependent between open and short-circuit condi-

tions. Higher mobilities reduce the necessary electric field

and increase the FF.

The material systems that will be reported on here are

the two polymers poly[2,7-(9,9-dioctylfluorene)-alt-5,5-(4,7-

di-2-thienyl-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)] (APFO-3)9 and poly[2,7-

(9,9-dioctylfluorene)-alt-5,5-(5,7-di-2-thienyl-2,3-bis(4-(2-ethyl-

hexyloxy)phenyl)thieno[3,4-b]pyrazine)] (APFO-Green 5),10

in blends with the fullerene [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid

methyl ester ([60]PCBM). Experimental evidence is presented

that permits the following conclusions for solar cells based on

these and similar materials, which are different from the con-

ventional views based on transport commonly relied upon:

(1) the FF is not limited by the actual transport of charge

carriers to the electrodes and bimolecular recombination;

(2) the FF is limited by carrier dissociation and geminate

recombination;

(3) as a result, there is no benefit from balanced mobilities in

this regime.

These conclusions are consistent with other reports that

have demonstrated geminate recombination to be the per-

formance-limiting mechanism in these materials.11 In most

organic donor/acceptor systems the geminate processes

should be present to some degree and will have to be consid-

ered, relative to other types of recombination.

B. Charge generation

In polymer/fullerene solar cells, charges are formed at

the interface between the polymer donor and the fullerene

acceptor. The sequential processes en route to power genera-

tion are; optical absorption, exciton diffusion, the splitting of

charges at donor/acceptor interfaces, geminate recombina-

tion of these charges at early times, formation of free polar-

ons, charge transport in the separate domains of hole and

electron transport, recombination and trapping at longer

times with bimolecular or monomolecular kinetics, and

charge extraction at the interface to the electrodes. The

mechanism of the formation and stabilization of free charge

carriers has received considerable attention12,13 but the

details remain controversial. There is evidence that the for-

mation of charge carriers occurs via a charge transfer state,

which also determines the photovoltage of the devices.14 In

recent experiments the behavior of photo-generated charges

has been followed by transient absorption in devices with an

applied field for two different polymer/fullerene systems,

with widely different results and interpretations.15,16 The

transient absorption studies rely on the spectroscopic assign-

ment of optical absorption to charged species, but cannot

identify those that are eventually collected as the photocur-

rent. Charge transfer recombination is more visible in the

photoluminescence from this state, which is in direct compe-

tition with the generation of the photocurrent. Studies of the

steady-state field dependence of photoluminescence quench-

ing and photocurrent generation in some low bandgap poly-

mer/fullerene systems17–19 yield results indicating that the

collection of charge carriers and the suppression of photolu-

minescence do not always have the same field dependence,

arguing that there are contributions from both geminate and

bimolecular recombination in such systems or that there

could be more than one route of photocurrent generation.

Relevant photo-physical processes operate at different

timescales and the overlap of the optical and the electrical

transient windows is not adequate to produce a complete pic-

ture. Tracking the steady-state behavior with transient-type

measurements also raises considerable difficulties, and dis-

tinguishing the contributions from charge separation, recom-

bination, and transport in the presence of an electric field is a

delicate task. Nevertheless, transient absorption measure-

ments on alternating polyfluorene (APFO)-class polymers11

have shown that the dominant recombinative loss mecha-

nism in those materials is of a geminate nature, i.e., the loss

in current occurs before the charge carriers are truly sepa-

rated. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that the FF is not pri-

marily limited by Schubweg or space charge effects but

rather by the field dependence of charge separation.

C. Mobility manipulation and experimental system

The electron and hole mobilities of a given polymer:ful-

lerene system can be changed in several ways. Some of the

more common engineering approaches to performance

enhancement are to vary the stoichiometry of the active layer

blend, the molecular weight of the polymer, or to change the

blend morphology by annealing. However, besides charge

transport this usually also influences other aspects relevant

for device performance, e.g., light absorption. Charge gener-

ation and recombination are also influenced by other factors,

e.g., the shifting of energy levels during crystallization,

such as for poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT). Annealing

P3HT:[60]PCBM blends has been shown to drastically

increase solar cell performance. This enhancement coincides

with an increase in mobility,20 however, it has also been

linked to increased absorption and to morphology. Although

both electron and hole mobilities simultaneously vary, and

the data is not presented explicitly as FF versus mobility,

there seems to be a roughly linear correlation between FF

and log(l) over more than 3 orders of magnitude in mobility

in the data of Figs. 3 and 6 in Ref. 20, for different annealing

temperatures of P3HT:[60]PCBM blends. This is at variance

with a purely transport-limited case, for which less than

2 orders of magnitude in mobility increase from the point

where the FF starts to increase would be sufficient to saturate

the FF close to the non-transport-limited value. Here, it will

be demonstrated that such a correlation can be explained by

a geminate recombination.

The APFO-class polymers are typically liquid-crystal-

line, but do not crystallize. Several of these polymers have

similar solubility parameters21 along with [60]PCBM, and

[60]PCBM is thus soluble in the polymer phase to some

extent, especially if a low molecular weight polymer grade is

used. Photoluminescence (PL) studies show that 20%

[60]PCBM is sufficient to effectively quench polymer emis-

sion,22 and transient absorption measurements show only

minor differences in geminate recombination times between

different stoichiometries.11 The polymer is, by far, the
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strongest absorber at most of the visible wavelengths even at

very high levels of [60]PCBM loading in these binary

blends. Thus, there is a wide range of stoichiometries that

permit production of films that differ mostly in their charge

carrier transport properties. Regarding the other important

processes connected to solar cell operation, i.e., the optical

absorption event and the geminate recombination time, the

films are highly comparable. Here, it is assumed that any

charge generated from the [60]PCBM excitations is negligi-

ble, which is in good agreement with the experimental data.

As long as there is percolation of the polymer phase,23,24 the

hole transport is relatively independent of the stoichiometry.

This observation has previously been reported for blends

comprising [60]PCBM and either APFO-3 or APFO-Green

5. Hence, for a given, and sufficiently high, molecular

weight, these blends display a constant hole mobility but

strongly varying electron mobilities for different PL-

quenched, i.e., [60]PCBM-rich, stoichiometries where the

properties that depend on the proximity of [60]PCBM to the

polymer have largely saturated. In general, the mobilities

appear to correlate well with the number and difficulty of

intermolecular charge carrier jumps. For the small molecule

[60]PCBM, the electron mobility is proportional to the vol-

ume fraction, while in the polymer case high molecular

weights can retain high mobilities even at very low volume

fractions due to the inherent linking of transport sites.24 Fur-

thermore, we have found that different polymer synthesis

batches of APFO-3 tend to display dissimilar pure phase

(and concomitantly blend phase) hole mobilities. Since the

electron mobility only depends on the stoichiometry, it is

thus also possible to vary the hole mobility while keeping

the electron mobility constant. In this way, both mobilities

can be independently varied in an otherwise specified system

using stoichiometry and polymer molecular weight/batch dif-

ferences. Of particular interest is the fact that the electron

mobility is typically lower than the hole mobility in high mo-

lecular weight APFO-3-based blends, while the opposite

(higher electron than hole mobility) holds for APFO-Green

5-based blends, so that the difference between electron and

hole mobility can be made to either increase or decrease

with the increase of the parametric mobility, depending upon

the choice of system.

Much of the experimental data herein is compiled from

previous publications and any additional measurements have

been carried out according to previously reported proce-

dures. Experimental information can be obtained from the

appropriate references,9,10,24 which are also indicated in con-

junction with the discussion of the respective data.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Theoretical calculations

To put the experimental polymer:fullerene data into per-

spective vis-à-vis dissociation, Schubweg limitations, and

space charge effects, zeroth order calculations and computer

simulations that show the FF as a function of mobility are

shown in Fig. 1. Within the Onsager-Braun framework,8 the

dissociation rate constant (kd) is directly proportional to the

mobility, and in the absence of later stage recombination, the

current of a solar cell is proportional to the dissociation prob-

ability (P). With P¼ kd/(kfþ kd), where kf is the recombina-

tion rate constant, and with material parameters

representative for the materials used here, the FF will

approach a fixed value of �0.1 as l ! 0, increase rapidly

around kf � kd, and approach 1 as l!1. That the FF never

goes to 0 is due to P always retaining its functional form for

all non-zero mobilities. At l¼ 0, P¼ 0 and FF is undefined.

For the transport to the electrodes, two main mechanisms are

influencing the FF; bimolecular recombination and space

charge effects. It is possible to define the distance a carrier

can travel before it recombines (Schubweg, d), as d¼ lsE,

where l is the mobility, s is the carrier lifetime, which, in

the case of bimolecular recombination, is carrier density de-

pendent, and E is the electric field. If the built-in field is

approximated as, Ebi¼Voc/D, where Voc is the open circuit

voltage and D is the device thickness, and with both mobili-

ties equal, this will result in FF¼ 0.25 as long as d<D at

short- circuit. The FF will rapidly increase with the increas-

ing ls-product over about 1 order of magnitude when d�D

at short-circuit, and then asymptotically approach unity as

d ! D at Voc. If the ls-products of holes and electrons

are unbalanced, either the extraction depth is proportional to

FIG. 1. (Color online) Zeroth-order calculations of the FF as a function of

mobility for a dissociation-limited process (squares) and a transport-limited

process (circles). (a) In the Onsager-Braun case, it is the sum of the

mobilities that is the parameter and in the Schubweg case the mobilities are

equal. (b) Numerical simulation results for three different fixed mobilities,

10�4 (circles), 10�5 (squares), and 10�7 cm2 V�1 s�1 (triangles), as well as

for 10�4 cm2 V�1 s�1 with a recombination rate reduced by a factor of

100 (stars).
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V[1/2], or there will be a buildup of space charge, both of

which will limit the FF to 0.38 for Ebi¼Voc/D with the cur-

rent, J, proportional to V[1/2].25 Dissociation-limited FF can

thus be lower than the 0.25 or 0.38 minima of transport or

space-charge-limited FF. Furthermore, the mobility range

over which the FF increases is considerably larger for disso-

ciation-limited systems.

In this case, the increase in FF is approximately linear

with log(l) over 4 orders of magnitude around kd¼ kf for the

Onsager-Braun process, and in the Schubweg-limited case,

the FF increases strongly with mobility only in a small inter-

val after the point where d¼D at short- circuit conditions

[Fig. 1(a)]. Mathematical expressions for the synthetic J-V

curves used to evaluate the FF can be found in the Appendix.

Figure 1(b) shows some representative numerical results for

the FF as a function of mobility based on a full device model

but solely with bimolecular recombination. For high para-

metric mobility values, the FF is almost constant and

depends on the other mobility. For low parametric mobility

values, the FF is limited by either space charge effects or

extraction depth according to J proportional to V[1/2], and at

low but equal mobilities by Schubweg at FF¼ 0.25. It can

clearly be seen that a reduction of the mobility has a severe

impact on the FF, but the fundamental shape of all of the

charge extraction limited calculations remains the same with

a FF always above 0.25 and a steep increase in FF over a

rather narrow mobility range of about 2 orders of magnitude.

Detailed information about the numerical device model can

be found in the Appendix.

B. Experimental results

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the FF of the APFO-

3:[60]PCBM blends versus the experimental parameters of

stoichiometry and mobility, respectively. As expected, the

field-effect transistor (FET) and charge extraction by linearly

increasing voltage (CELIV) data behave in the same way,

but there is a bigger scatter in the CELIV mobility data com-

pared to the FET data. From Fig. 2(a), it is obvious that the

scatter in FF is small and that the trend is rather featureless

apart from the data points that correspond to polymer-rich

samples, for which the hole mobility starts to deviate. The

electron mobility of the APFO-3:[60]PCBM blends is diffi-

cult to extract from the FET measurements since the hole

mobility is much higher than the electron mobility and the

threshold voltages are such that the electron mobility is usu-

ally not possible to resolve.9 In the case of CELIV measure-

ments the problem is the opposite; the hole mobility is so

high that the CELIV hole extraction peak is obscured by the

FIG. 2. (Color online) The FF as a function of (a) stoichiometry, and (b)

mobility. The CELIV electron (triangles), and FET electron (circles) and

hole (squares) mobilities for APFO-3:[60]PCBM are shown. The (FET) hole

mobility is constant at 2� 10�3 cm2 V�1 s�1 over most of the FF range,

while the FF increases linearly with log(le).

FIG. 3. (Color online) The FF as a function of (a) stoichiometry, and (b)

mobility. The CELIV electron (triangles) and hole (stars), and the FET elec-

tron (circles) and hole (squares) mobilities for APFO-Green 5:[60]PCBM

blends are shown. The CELIV and FET hole mobilities are constant at

2� 10�5 and 3� 10�4 cm2 V�1 s�1 respectively, while the FF increases lin-

early with log(le). The error bars are comparatively large due to large sam-

ple populations with a considerable thickness variation and a less stable

morphology than APFO-3.
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sample RC-constant for thin samples. Furthermore, the elec-

tron mobility is too low to observe an extraction peak during

the time of the extraction ramp for the most polymer-rich

samples. It is thus very difficult to obtain a complete set of

mobilities for both measurement techniques, however, they

complement each other well.

Here, the argument will be made that the data in Fig. 2

is inconsistent with a Schubweg or space-charge-limited mo-

bility since the FF increase linearly over more than 2 orders

of magnitude in mobility, there are no features in the FF ver-

sus stoichiometry data that can be identified with a transition

between different limitations, and the FF follows a constant

trend below a value of 0.25. As is evident from Fig. 1, a

Schubweg-limited process should not display a linear de-

pendence of the FF on log(l) over such a wide mobility

range and should never decrease below a FF of 0.25. Further-

more, a Schubweg-based model for the behavior seen in Fig.

2 would require the electron mobility to vary in an unphysi-

cal way with respect to stoichiometry; a rapid increase at

low loading level, slowly increasing for intermediate levels,

and then again rapidly increasing at high levels, which is far

from the observed behavior. Instead, a charge-separation-

based model is a much better alternative. The increase in FF

is about 0.25 units per decade of mobility, with only minor

differences between the FET and CELIV data.

Figure 3 shows the FF of the APFO-Green 5:[60]PCBM

blends as a function of the experimental parameter stoichi-

ometry [Fig. 3(a)], and both FET and CELIV electron and

hole mobilities [Fig. 3(b)]. In this case the available stoichi-

ometry range, and thus electron mobility range, is smaller

due to material availability, but the FF data are based on av-

erage values collected from about 100 solar cells. The mobil-

ity data is based on a smaller sample population. In

particular, the CELIV electron mobilities are evaluated at

conditions near where the RC effects are important, and it is

possible that the higher capacitances due to slightly lower

sample thicknesses, together with the higher mobility of the

1:4 samples, are responsible for an underestimate of the elec-

tron mobility there. Again, the hole mobility is rather con-

stant, however, in this case it is always lower than the

electron mobility, as opposed to the APFO-3:[60]PCBM

case where it is always higher. Just as for the APFO-

3:[60]PCBM, the increase in FF is still on the order of 0.25

units per decade of electron mobility increase. Again, this is

inconsistent with a Schubweg-limited process. The computer

simulations show that increasing the higher of the two mobi-

lities should have a much weaker impact on the FF than

increasing the lower mobility, and there is no evidence of

increased space charge effects.

One of the most important observations that can be

made based on Figs. 2 and 3 is that the increase in the FF

with respect to increasing electron mobility is comparable in

both APFO-3- and APFO-Green 5-based solar cells. The

behavior appears to be independent of whether the electron

mobilities are higher or lower than the hole mobilities.

Although the data is conceptually consistent with a charge

separation process, the Onsager-Braun process takes the spa-

tially averaged sum of the mobilities as a parameter, while

these results indicate the geometric mean as a more probable

parameter since that would always have the same rate of

increase with respect to the parametric mobility. In all cases,

straight lines offer the best collective fitting of the data com-

pared to the more elaborate shapes required by a process

determined by Schubweg- and space-charge-limitations.

Finally, Fig. 4 shows the FF as a function of the experi-

mental parameter molecular weight [Fig. 4(a)], and both the

FET and photo-CELIV hole mobility for the APFO-

3:[60]PCBM blends [Fig. 4(b)]. The data were collected

from the 1:4 APFO-3:[60]PCBM blends based on different

APFO-3 synthesis batches with different molecular weights.

The FET and CELIV electron mobilities for blends of this

stoichiometry from the samples underlying Fig. 2 are

included as a reference. Photo-CELIV on considerably

thicker samples was necessary to obtain the hole extraction

currents. However, due to very small extraction currents,

incompletely relaxed mobility values are given in Fig. 4.

This decreases the difference between the FET and photo-

CELIV mobilities, and since the samples are of different

thicknesses, with higher molecular weights tending to yield

thicker films and higher hole mobility, this also influences

the slope of the FF versus mobility data due to thermaliza-

tion effects. In this case the electron mobility is intermediate,

FIG. 4. (Color online) The FF as a function of number average molecular

weight fitted assuming a Mn
�1 (a) dependence, and (b) mobility. The FET

(squares) and photo-CELIV (circles) hole mobilities for 1:4 APFO-

3:[60]PCBM blends based on different synthesis batches of APFO-3 are

shown. The FET and CELIV electron mobilities for this stoichiometry are

reproduced from Fig. 2, are constant at approximately 5� 10�4 and

8� 10�5 cm2 V�1 s�1, respectively, and are represented by vertical lines.

The FF increases linearly with log(lh).
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and there is no clear indication that the equal mobility cross-

over is of any significance. Whereas the underlying stoichi-

ometry data of Figs. 2(a) and 3(a) confirm the linear

dependence of the FF on log(l) due to the excellent fits pos-

sible and the general assumption that the electron mobility

should have a simple relationship with stoichiometry, it can

be argued that the FF versus log(l) of Fig. 4(b) offers a bet-

ter fit than the FF versus molecular weight of Fig. 4(a). This

is due to documented, but unexplained,24 synthesis batch dif-

ferences in the polymer hole mobility in addition to the fun-

damental molecular weight dependence.

The slope in Fig. 4 is equal to an increase in FF of about

0.064 units per decade of mobility increase, which is consid-

erably less than what is observed for the electron mobilities

during the stoichiometry variations. That the polymer mobil-

ity has a weaker influence on the FF can be rationalized

through dimensionality, especially if we consider that the

polymer is quite dilute at only 20% by weight in the devices

upon which Fig. 4 is based. The microscopic (intrachain)

mobility is the relevant parameter for the exciton dissocia-

tion, and the macroscopic (interchain) mobility that is meas-

ured here is but a reflection of it. Microscopic mobility on a

single polymer chain is not sensitive to dilution, which is the

case for small molecules. This implies that polymer mobility

should affect charge-generation dynamics to a lesser extent

than the small-molecule mobility where both the micro-

scopic and macroscopic mobility is increased in all three

dimensions when the volume fraction is increased.

Another possible reason for the weaker effect of the

polymer mobility could be that the increase in delocalization

for the negative charges is much stronger with the increasing

small molecule (fullerene) fraction, than for the positive

charges with increasing molecular weight. A lower exciton

binding energy, such as resulting from increased delocaliza-

tion, also facilitates charge separation just as an increased

mobility does.

The empirical relationship between the FF and mobility

presented here is consistent with dominating geminate

recombination and a FF that is suppressed mainly by the

charge separation and not by the actual transport of charge.

Furthermore, it implies an exponential relationship between

the charge separation and the geometric mean of the carrier

velocity. Another observation, which is in agreement with

this conclusion, is that the FF seems to follow the same trend

well below a FF of 0.25, which is an inflection point under

the Schubweg limitation. This can be seen very clearly in

Fig. 2(a).

In fact, it is the microscopic mobility in the vicinity of

the charge separation site,26 and not the macroscopic mobil-

ity (that is typically probed with conventional mobility meas-

urements), which is important for geminate recombination

limited devices, and it is thus difficult to say anything a pri-
ori about the strength of the dependence of the FF on the

macroscopic mobility for a given system. The two are

related, however, and as long as the phase structure does not

change significantly in the vicinity of the exciton splitting

sites at the same time as the mobility changes, the general

correlation between FF and mobility shown here should hold

for systems limited by geminate recombination. There are

plenty of examples where films with very similar mobilities

can significantly differ in FF. Indeed, just such a variation is

apparent when comparing Figs. 2 and 4, where different sol-

vents have been used to fabricate the active blend layers.

Fundamentally, it is a question of the geminate recombina-

tion time and morphology. In a system with less-pronounced

geminate recombination due to larger (pure) domains and

sharper interfaces, lower mobilities can be tolerated. The

APFO-3:[60]PCBM blends cast from different solvents is a

good example; in general, the macroscopic mobility is inde-

pendent of the solvent, however, the morphology, and thus

the FF, can vary.27 A FF primarily limited by charge separa-

tion is also consistent with the stronger than expected influ-

ence of electrode materials on the FF, since the built-in field

has a significant influence.

III. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the FF in the polymer:fullerene

systems investigated here is limited by the charge separation

event and not by the actual transport of the charge to the

electrodes, which is in agreement with a dominating gemi-

nate recombination, as has been observed with transient

absorption. The charge separation is, however, dependent on

mobility and thus the FF displays a similar dependency.

With this type of limitation, higher mobilities are always

beneficial, even if they are very unbalanced, since there are

no negative effects from the space charge. In addition, these

results highlight the observation that increasing the mobility

is an unsatisfactory solution in order to obtain a very high

FF, since unrealistically high mobilities would be required.

A better option is to engineer the interfaces so that the micro-

scopic charge transport in the appropriate direction can com-

pete more favorably with the geminate recombination.

Implications for materials design are that the charge trans-

port should be fast at early times and over the appropriate

distances after photo-generation. This will argue for the use

of better-ordered or phase-separated materials, on a length

scale appropriate for securing charge separation. Enhanced

crystallinity or liquid crystallinity may help, and is a known

factor of importance in regioregular P3HT-based systems.28
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APPENDIX: INFORMATION ABOUT THE
CALCULATIONS AND COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

Zeroth order synthetic J-V curves for the Schubweg-lim-

ited case were calculated as;

J ¼
ls
d2 VOC � Vð Þ; J < C
C; J � C

�
(A1)
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where d is the sample thickness, l is the mobility, s is the

carrier lifetime, and C is the current corresponding to the car-

rier generation rate. For the Onsager-Braun case, the current

was taken as directly proportional to P¼ kd/(kfþ kd), with kf

constant and

kd¼
3le

4pe0era3
e�DE=kBTJ1 2

ffiffiffi
2
p
�bð Þ1=2

h i
=

ffiffiffi
2
p
�bð Þ1=2

h i
(A2)

where e is the elementary charge, e0 is the permittivity of

free space, er is the relative permittivity, a is the charge trans-

fer electron-hole separation distance, DE is the electron-hole

binding energy, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temper-

ature, and b¼ e3E/(8pe0erkB
2T2) with E the electric field. J1

is the Bessel function of order one. The FF was then eval-

uated in the usual manner. Numerical modeling was carried

out with the commercial semiconductor simulation tool, Sen-

taurus Device29, from Synopsys. A finite volume method is

used to solve the differential equations for drift and diffusion

self-consistently with the Poisson equation. Fermi statistics

were used for the electrons and holes. The bulk-heterojunc-

tion was mimicked as one effective semiconductor with an

electron transport level corresponding to the LUMO of the

acceptor and a hole transport level corresponding to the

HOMO of the donor phase. It was further characterized by

its bandgap, the densities of states, the mobilities of the elec-

trons and holes, and its dielectric permittivity. The effective

semiconductor was sandwiched between two (metal) con-

tacts, which were characterized by their work functions and

the surface recombination velocities of the electrons and

holes. Work functions were chosen such that surface recom-

bination effects were negligible (the work function deter-

mines the concentrations of electrons and holes at the

semiconductor/metal interface and hence the “selectivity” of

that contact). In the bulk, only bimolecular recombination

was taken into account. A spatially homogeneous generation

rate of “free” charge carriers was used (which corresponds to

complete exciton dissociation) and geminate recombination

was neglected. All of the simulation parameters are summar-

ized in Table I and have been selected so as to mimic the

APFO-3:[60]PCBM blend as closely as possible.
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TABLE I. Parameters for the numerical modeling.

Parameter Value Unit Meaning

d 100 nm Thickness of active layer

EG 1.4 eV Band gap

NC 5� 1020 cm�3 DOS of electron transport level

NV 5� 1020 cm�3 DOS of hole transport level

me … cm2/(Vs) Mobility of electrons

mh … cm2/(Vs) Mobility of holes

e 3.4 … Relative dielectric permittivity

G 3.75� 1021 cm�3s�1 Generation rate (spatially homogeneous)

kr 6� 10�11 cm3s�1 Bimolecular recombination rate constant

ve 4.3 eV Electron affinity

We 4.2 eV Work function of electron contact

Wh 5.8 eV Work function of hole contact
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